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I INTRODUCTION

Charles Sturt University (CSU) is situated on the traditional lands of the Wiradyuri people in Bathurst, NSW. The local Wiradyuri people continue to have a strong connection to Country where they continue to fight for the protection of their sacred sites and carry on the practices of their unique cultural traditions. Historical contests and the declaration of Martial Law in 1824 against the Bathurst Wiradyuri people have resulted in ongoing practices of injustices. Providing the context of the local Wiradyuri people’s tumultuous history with Western settlement is a key initiative for the newly developed Bachelor of Laws course at CSU. Therefore, it is appropriate that the local Wiradyuri Elders and wider Wiradyuri community have the opportunity to share their historical and contemporary narratives through place-based learning initiatives embedded throughout the law curriculum. These narratives are purposefully positioned to provide Indigenous perspectives to promote the strength and resilience of Indigenous peoples, and cultural knowledge, and give voice to the contemporary situation for local Wiradyuri people while challenging the interface between Indigenous and Western Law.

Any form of Indigenous jurisprudence that was the victim of the Western invasion and conquest in the unjust wars of colonisation is in vital need of a dialogical encounter with the west in order to assert and reaffirm the right of Indigenous people to speak for themselves in their own terms.1

This work builds on the previous research of Gerard, Gainsford and Bailey 2 which provided the foundational process of embedding Indigenous cultural competence in a Bachelor of Laws curriculum at
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CSU. This paper is the first part of a research project that explores embedding Indigenous knowledges in higher education law curriculum. This initial discussion describes the rationale and the development of embedding place-based Indigenous knowledges in the CSU law curriculum. Place-based teaching and learning opportunities are acknowledged as a central element in meeting the University’s Indigenous Graduate Learning Outcomes and current national and international Indigenous education strategies. Collaborative communication with Indigenous Elders enables law students to explore local culture, traditions and histories as well as contemporary issues relating to social justice and processes of reconciliation. The paper outlines how community partnerships and place-based learning have become a central component in the success of teaching Indigenous cultural competence at CSU.

II CHARLES STURT UNIVERSITY LLB COURSE DESIGN

The CSU LLB is unique in its curriculum design as it is currently the only law degree in Australia that imbeds Indigenous cultural competency throughout the law course curriculum. This innovative course design is supported by a number of institutional, national and international initiatives and strategies. These initiatives are underpinned by an Elders in Residence Program that reinforces the commitment of the CSU Centre for Law and Justice to social justice and working collaboratively with Indigenous communities. Foundational direction for the curriculum design was taken from the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy, the CSU Incorporating Indigenous Australian Content Policy, the CSU Indigenous Australian Cultural Competence Program, the pedagogical framework of Rob Ranzijn, Keith McConnochie and Wendy Nolan and the CSU Indigenous Graduate Learning Outcomes across the following three areas.

Knowledge — Understand specific cultural and historical patterns that have structured Indigenous lives in the past and the ways in which these patterns continue to be expressed in contemporary Australia.

Skill — Critically examine personal power, privilege and profession within the broader context of the history, assumptions and characteristics that
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structure Australian society, and the way those factors shape historical and contemporary engagement with Indigenous communities and Indigenous people.

Application — Practise in ways that show a commitment to social justice and the processes of reconciliation through inclusive practices and citizenship.8

In addition to internal institutional policies, national and international directives were utilised to support the work. These directives were *Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020*,9 the *National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous Cultural Competency in Australian Universities*10 and the *United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples*.11 The *National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous Cultural Competency in Australian Universities* provided recommended teaching and learning strategies to assist in the embedding of Indigenous content into the curriculum. The recommended teaching and learning best practice recommendations are as follows:

- Didactic lectures and seminars (delivered by Indigenous and non-Indigenous staff members working in partnership);
- Guest lecturers or speakers (eg Indigenous scholars, professionals or prominent members of the local Indigenous community who present alongside other Indigenous colleagues);
- Panel presentations (involving prominent Indigenous community members);
- Cultural immersion activities (eg visits to Indigenous communities or Indigenous organisations);
- Informal meetings with local Indigenous organisations;
- Guided cultural field trips (eg to museums, art centres);
- Workshops prepared and presented by students;
- Case study or ‘paper cases’ ie longitudinal case studies for discussion and analysis;
- Scenarios (video-recordings or readings) for discussion and analysis;
- Film excerpts discussed and analysed;

8 Ibid.
• Readings about life experiences (fiction and non-fiction);
• Critical incidents for discussion and analysis;
• Continuous reflective activities (eg journaling, identity narratives about self and others, reflections on readings, presentations);
• Portfolios (eg for analysing media texts collected by students; personal critical incidents; analysing texts for white ‘cultural scripts’);
• Role play;
• ‘Games’ simulating cross-cultural encounters (eg BaFa BaFa; Welcome to the State of Poverty);
• Use of a central website with links to relevant resources, organisations, etc which can be used for cultural competence foundation and integrated units;
• Online forum discussions (eg available on Blackboard).\footnote{12}

The above policies and strategies provide comprehensive direction and strategic guidelines for law academics to embedding Indigenous perspectives across course curriculum. For example, ensuring that the teaching and learning of Indigenous perspectives essentially involve Indigenous scholars, Indigenous academics, Indigenous professionals, Indigenous organisations and Indigenous community members.\footnote{13}

It is recognised that the CSU Centre for Law and Justice has taken direction for course design from current policies and strategies, with the quality of this work overseen by the CSU Indigenous Board of Studies. Burns\footnote{14} and Jones\footnote{15} both recommend that universities have a role in providing a range of Indigenous knowledges and perspectives to critique the law, it is acknowledged that the above policies and strategic guidelines offer direction for academics to include Indigenous perspectives in law education curriculum. However, the driving influence and the practical process of embedding Indigenous cultural competence across the law curriculum for CSU has come from robust Indigenous community partnerships, and authentic engagement with Indigenous academics, Indigenous educators, Indigenous industry experts and the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders.\footnote{16}

It is conceded that the author’s position in this process has two distinct but interchangeable roles, first as a Bathurst Wiradyuri woman and second as an Indigenous academic employed within the Centre for Law and Justice. This appointment acts as a bridge to the local community and provides a significant advantage in terms of building community partnerships. Therefore, connections with Bathurst Elders...
and wider Indigenous community members were facilitated through direct relationships. As a result, there were enhanced levels of community trust, which promoted Indigenous engagement and collaboration.\(^{17}\)

### III BUILDING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS TO ESTABLISH AN ELDERS IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM

Currently in Australia there is a call for higher education institutions to implement diversity and cultural outcomes into core foundation processes as this can validate the position of the institution to promote a commitment to change in values, attitudes and inclusion.\(^{18}\) This commitment enables leadership to emerge in many different forms at a number of institutional levels, therefore empowering individuals to believe that change is about a shared mindset and attainable through working together for a common vision.\(^{19}\) However, Aileen Moreton-Robinson acknowledges that engagement between Indigenous people and Western society has historically been influenced by authoritarian practices of power.\(^{20}\)

It is recognised that continued practices of colonialism and the misrepresentation of Indigenous knowledge cause Indigenous people to distrust Western approaches. Consequently, this power imbalance has caused a reluctance for Indigenous people to collaborate with Western institutions and their knowledge systems. Challenging practices of power to privilege Indigenous voices has been a significant priority for the CSU Centre for Law and Justice when developing and maintaining authentic community partnerships with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders. This has been made possible through regular dialogue sessions with key stakeholders including Elders, academics, educational designers and senior management to identify, discuss and reconcile concerns relating to the partnerships. This continuous dialogue has led to the CSU Centre for Law and Justice entering into a Memorandum of Understanding driven by the community partnership with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders. This has provided new pathways in working with the local Wiradyuri community as a partnership of authentic engagement and has challenged prior institutional power directives. It has also assisted in relieving apprehension to build collaborative partnerships based on mutual respect that promote practices of reconciliation in Australia.
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In addition, place-based learning is acknowledged in challenging the societal discourse surrounding Indigenous perspectives and social injustice.\(^{21}\) This form of collaborative engagement with Indigenous communities is considered to be instrumental in establishing forms of self-determination and igniting a resurgence in reclaiming and maintaining cultural traditions.\(^{22}\) The reclamation of cultural traditions including language and the preservation of sacred sites is in alignment with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights for Indigenous Peoples.\(^{23}\) This form of direct engagement and dialogue with Indigenous communities also challenges law students to scrutinise institutional and government practices that often misrepresent or fail to meet the needs of Indigenous communities.\(^{24}\) This scrutiny of continuing colonial practices assists law students to reflect on the human rights of Indigenous peoples that have not been fairly addressed or stated in the Australian context.

In an Australian context the failure of government to follow measures of international protocol to honour a treaty with Australia’s Indigenous peoples continually contributes to an unequal power base for Indigenous communities. Therefore, Indigenous self-determination and cultural representation is seen as way in which law students can analyse constitutional recognition for Indigenous people in Australia.\(^{25}\) This is identified by the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders as a key component in the support of Aboriginal rights, which must be informed by and asserted through Indigenous knowledge, and it further emphasises the role of the Crown in upholding Aboriginal rights.\(^{26}\) It is argued by Davis that self-determination needs to be community controlled and that this form of governance is necessary to determine social, cultural, economic and political futures of Indigenous people in Australia.\(^{27}\)

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples\(^ {28}\) is recognised as supporting Indigenous rights and offers legal reformation for Indigenous people by advocating for societal change in Australia. Legal contest of Indigenous injustice enables action to address societal change.\(^ {29}\) To make legal reformation possible for
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\(^{28}\) Article 14(2) of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples states that ‘Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms of education of the State without discrimination’.
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Indigenous people it is recognised that legal education must include Indigenous engagement and perspectives in the higher education curriculum.30

IV DECOLONISING THE LAW CURRICULUM

The CSU LLB has taken steps to decolonise the law curriculum through the informed practices of international scholars such as Smith,31 Nakata,32 Nakata, Nakata and Chin,33 Battiste,34 Thaman,35 Kirkness and Barnhardt,36 Lambe,37 Cajete,38 and Ermine.39 These scholars argue that indigenising any form of higher education curriculum should not be driven by policy alone but must involve ethical engagement with Indigenous people and their unique knowledge systems. Gerard, Gainsford and Bailey,40 Kapyrka and Dockstator41 and Anker42 recognise that place-based learning can connect the learning of law to local Indigenous peoples and communities. This supports Bishop and Glynn’s43 view that the embedding of Indigenous perspectives in the higher education curriculum must involve strong relationships with Indigenous communities to support the teaching of cultural traditions and practices of Indigenous people. This form of learning addresses the difficult task of recognising the diversity of Indigenous people and cultural knowledges in Australia.

CSU Centre for Law and Justice has made important connections with the Bathurst Wiradyuri community and has developed a number
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of valuable partnerships. These Indigenous partnerships have aimed to decolonise a Eurocentric law curriculum and to prioritise the privileging of Indigenous voice through implementing place-based learning opportunities. Place-based learning initiatives throughout the CSU LLB consist of expert guest lectures from Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders, community members and Indigenous industry experts and on Country cultural immersion programs, with all learning initiatives linked to law curriculum outcomes. This innovative course design is supported by Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics and educational designers working together in a two-way learning process. This two-way learning process is also supported by the CSU Indigenous Australian Cultural Competence Program that consists of a four-stage professional development process as outlined below:

Stage 1 — Involves individual staff completing an online cultural competency program. This program is compulsory for all CSU staff. The online training for the Centre for Law and Justice is accompanied by regular debriefing sessions with Indigenous staff and Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders. As with the findings from the Maguire and Young’s case study this training has proved invaluable in providing academics with the necessary skills to approach the indigenisation of curriculum.44

Stage 2 — Comprises team-based discussion with an internal resource: Cassie’s Story 2: Mingaan Migay Yalblinya. This resource is used as a mechanism to engage staff in further discussion with other faculty members both in the Centre for Law and Justice and across CSU.

Stage 3 — Encourages the creation of a community of practice to share achievements and challenges, and to build institutional capacity.

Stage 4 — Involves an extended cultural immersion program consisting of on Country learning experiences with Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders. This engagement is an ongoing process that feeds directly into law curriculum design, development and delivery. This same program is embedded into curriculum and is a compulsory component of the Community Law third-year capstone subject.45

This distinct course design combined with culturally competent educators provide CSU law students with a range of worldviews where cultural and societal difference can be discussed, explored and

analysed. Hardy and Tolhurst, Lambe, and Thaman all argue that the formation of a space to debate cultural difference, enables students to challenge existing societal paradigms and is an important means to support social tolerance and acceptance. Direct engagement with local Indigenous community members enables students to explore Indigenous worldviews and challenge preconceived notions of colonial thought and practices. This is an important component in the decolonising process. The purpose of these interactions is for students to challenge their own cultural bias. Knowledge gained from place-based learning experiences assists students to build fundamental skills and understand how these skills can be applied when working directly with Indigenous communities and peoples. Regular interaction with the local Indigenous community enables students to build strong relationships with Indigenous people throughout their law degree, consequently students feel more comfortable to ask questions to create open dialogue and explore cultural difference. Thaman suggests that engagement with Indigenous ways of knowing empowers students to critically reflect on real world situations while working alongside Indigenous people to inform their cultural competency and future professional practice.

V PLACE-BASED LEARNING INITIATIVES

Place-based learning is recognised as a constructive framework to engage with local Indigenous people to learn about traditional customs and to explore multiple knowledge systems. Arturo Escobar raises a significant argument for the use of ‘place’ as an educative mechanism to understand concepts such as diverse ways of knowing and being. This is seen as a critical component in understanding the contemporary setting of individuals, especially those who have suffered trauma and oppression. In Australia it is recognised that ‘place’ for Indigenous peoples has been disrupted, displaced and in many cases detached by practices of colonialism. Therefore, to provide this form of learning enables students to explore localised personal narratives to gain different perspectives of cultural, social, economic and political factors
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that affect the everyday lives of Indigenous people. This also provides students with a wider worldview of Indigenous community need.

Oral traditions such as storytelling are considered a rich foundation for information sharing. Constructivist approaches in the storytelling process involve collaboration between the source of knowledge and the learner and provide a creative learning environment through a cultural framework. This form of knowledge construct comes from a place of respect and places community Elders as the gatekeepers of cultural knowledge as people of lore, medicine, business, education and ceremony. Sacred knowledge has been passed down through ancestors to govern the physical, human and sacred worlds and provide structure for a collective society. Leonard and Mercier, Cajete, and Battiste all suggest that collective knowledge over many generations has ensured that customary practices and traditions have been predominantly preserved. However, Indigenous knowledge systems are not homogenous and therefore traditional teachings need to be defined by individual communities and their members.

Developing place-based learning initiatives alongside the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders has resulted in the authentic inclusion of Indigenous knowledge and protocols throughout the CSU Bachelor of Laws. This collaborative partnership highlights to law students the importance and significance of working collectively with Indigenous community members to develop positive outcomes. The CSU Centre for Law and Justice embed cultural protocols learned through the Wiradyuri partnership process as a part of the centre’s core learning and teaching, thus creating a link between theory and practice to highlight the importance of Indigenous protocols in the partnership process. This assists law students to observe the appropriate cultural protocols and learn continually about the lore that governs Indigenous societies throughout their law degree. This place-based learning takes place through various learning and teaching strategies which include direct teaching, workshops, question and answer panel sessions and cultural immersion opportunities with Indigenous Elders and Indigenous academics. The content of this teaching covers Indigenous legal issues that affect the rights and actions of Indigenous people and
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The similarities between the CSU Program and the earlier literature from Maguire and Young identify that indigenising tertiary education curricula has multiple motivations and benefits. More specifically for this program these benefits include, at a local level, that law students are able to learn directly about Indigenous legal issues relating to the protection of sacred sites, native title, Wiradyuri customary lore systems and the impacts that past and present laws and the legal system continue to have on Indigenous peoples and communities.

The direct place-based learning from local Wiradyuri Elders is supplemented by team teaching lectures delivered by Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics with local Indigenous Elders. This two-way learning challenges the contention regarding Indigenous content being solely delivered by non-Indigenous academics. The team teaching environment emphasises the importance of Indigenous perspectives on law concepts and practices and enables students to explore the interface between Western and Indigenous law. This practice is seen as a valuable element in strengthening students’ knowledge of customary lore and challenging their worldview of historical and contemporary law practices at a local, national and international level. These collaborative work practices reinforce the benefit and value to law students that knowledge of local cultural customs and practices is important to their cultural competency and future professional practice. Engaging in a respectful and appropriate manner with local Indigenous people is an important skill when working with Indigenous communities. This collaborative process is supported as a way to engage local Indigenous people across other locations as each nation group will have identified Elders who are authorised to speak about their local cultural practices and community need. This process also helps build supportive and informed practices for law students to consider how engagement and collaboration with Indigenous communities can be driven from foundations of dialogue to explore cultural and social difference. It also builds informative knowledge in relation to social tolerance and challenges the intersection between Indigenous and Western law systems.

VI ON COUNTRY CULTURAL IMMERSION PROGRAM

Building strong community partnerships with Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders has enabled CSU to imbed a cultural immersion program into one of the LLB’s capstone subjects. This immersion enables law
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students to participate in an on Country experience to connect with local Wiradyuri Elders, local histories, ceremonies, and traditions, and to interact with the local Indigenous community about how the legal system impacts on individual and collective rights. The cultural immersion experience enables Wiradyuri Elders to express their own viewpoint about how historical and contemporary policies have affected them as individuals and collectively as a nation group. This learning experience is connected directly to law curriculum outcomes while providing an Indigenous perspective of the law. Through this immersion experience students gain invaluable education into Indigenous customary lore practices and the strength of Indigenous knowledge systems. Direct engagement with local Wiradyuri Elders provides key knowledge and communication skills that can be applied directly to professional practice. The students are required to analyse how their experience links with aspects of Indigenous perspectives that have been embedded according to the pedagogical framework across the course.69 The cultural immersion experience and other research-based assessments are placed strategically across the course to link with the CSU Indigenous Graduate Learning Outcomes70 and the Guidelines for Ethical Research in Indigenous Studies.71

Through place-based learning experiences and the cultural immersion program students are able to build reciprocal relationships with Wiradyuri Elders and the wider Indigenous community. This is seen as a vital component in the development of trust between the two parties.72 These key relationships assist students to reflect on their own cultural biases and to challenge previously held stereotypes.73 This in turn, influences professional practices through engagement and shared dialogue informing students of real world Indigenous viewpoints.74 Nakata75 suggests that Australian Indigenous studies in the academy today is cross-disciplinary and asserts that Indigenous knowledges can be positioned to explore legal education concepts and provide crucial contemporary debate about Indigenous community need. Building robust community partnerships with the local Wiradyuri community not only provides law students with a dedicated place-based learning experience but also effectively endorses a discipline specific two-way
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learning approach. Nakata, Nakata and Chin acknowledge that a two-way learning processes that embed Indigenous knowledges in higher education better meets the educational needs of Indigenous students and promotes the relevance of community perspectives in higher education learning.

Determining the impact of embedding place-based knowledges in the CSU law degree is in the early stage. However, success at this point is measured by robust authentic relationships with the local Wiradyuri Elders and community, and the Centre for Law and Justice’s ability to respond to guidance and input from successful community partnerships in relation to embedding place-based Indigenous knowledges into the law curriculum. Further research currently being undertaken as part of this project will capture qualitative data from law academics, Indigenous Elders/community and law students on how the embedding of Indigenous knowledges and place-based knowledges in the higher education curriculum is influencing law education in Australia.

VII CONCLUSION

Place-based Indigenous education is an innovative curriculum design that spreads the responsibility for engagement with Indigenous people and culture across the law faculty not leaving the responsibility for indigenising the law curriculum exclusively to Indigenous academics. The Centre for Law and Justice, through a strong commitment to social justice and the teaching of Indigenous cultural competency, provides law students with authentic place-based learning opportunities. This initiative is forming new pathways and partnerships where local Wiradyuri people work collaboratively with law academics and law students for dual outcomes. Consequently, this collaborative work has promoted Indigenous research agendas that closely align with Indigenous law perspectives for both academics and students, therefore supporting Smith’s stance that academic institutions need to firmly align with Indigenous communities for the purpose and accountability of Indigenous research. All academics associated with the CSU LLB work collaboratively in the constant reflection of course content and in strengthening and maintaining important community partnerships with Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders and the wider Indigenous community. Connecting with the local Wiradyuri Elders and people has given the CSU Centre for Law and Justice a significant advantage in exposure to wider Indigenous organisations and Indigenous industry experts. These connections are supported and endorsed by the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders who have validated the cultural integrity of the academics within the CSU Centre for Law and Justice and the value of the work that they are undertaking. Acknowledging that authentic dialogue and the
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formation of place-based community partnerships can inform the ongoing cultural competency journey for academics and law students. Place-based learning opportunities provide the CSU LLB academics and law students with an environment in which they can explore contrasting worldviews with the local Indigenous community in a culturally safe space, therefore changing the traditional delivery of law education.\textsuperscript{80} Douglas's research argues that law schools need to modify their teaching environment to provide a safe learning spaces for Indigenous students as the whiteness of the law school, by its very nature, excluded Indigenous students.\textsuperscript{81} The place-based learning environment is underpinned by shared dialogue bound by Indigenous cultural protocols and practices, enabling the exploration of both Indigenous and Western law, thus providing culturally safe places for Indigenous and non-Indigenous students to explore legal concepts relating to Indigenous peoples and communities. The place-based learning environment strongly influencing student and academic cultural competency and strengthening cross-cultural capabilities. However, it is recognised by Ermine\textsuperscript{82} and Kirkness and Barnhardt\textsuperscript{83} that the development of ethical and sustained community partnerships with Indigenous peoples needs to be approached with authentic intention that takes into consideration the diversity and difference of languages, values, social, economic and political difference and how these impact on true collaboration. It is acknowledged that collaborations must be developed entirely free from power constructs where all people Indigenous and non-Indigenous, academics and non-academics, come to the table as equals. Along with equal voice for participants, there must also be equal recognition of Indigenous and Western jurisprudence only then will this space be considered ethical.\textsuperscript{84} Consequently, creating a genuine space for collaboration between Indigenous communities and academia.
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